A quantum diffractor for thermal flux.
Macroscopic phase coherence between weakly coupled superconductors leads to peculiar interference phenomena. Among these, magnetic flux-driven diffraction might be produced, in full analogy to light diffraction through a rectangular slit. This can be experimentally revealed by the electric current and, notably, also by the heat current transmitted through the circuit. The former was observed more than 50 years ago and represented the first experimental evidence of the phase-coherent nature of the Josephson effect, whereas the second one was still lacking. Here we demonstrate the existence of heat diffraction by measuring the modulation of the electronic temperature of a small metallic electrode nearby-contacted to a thermally biased short Josephson junction subjected to an in-plane magnetic field. The observed temperature dependence exhibits symmetry under magnetic flux reversal, and clear resemblance with a Fraunhofer-like modulation pattern. Our approach, joined to widespread methods for phase-biasing superconducting circuits, might represent an effective tool for controlling the thermal flux in nanoscale devices.